Filamentation of femtosecond laser pulses in dielectric silica glass involves formation of micrometersized light bullets propagating over distances much longer than their diffraction length without any external guiding. Simultaneously, generation of extended electron-hole plasma (EHP) occurs in the narrow channels of micrometric cross sections. These channels are optically recognizable from their transient luminescence and from permanent modification in the materials' optical transparency via point defect generation or optical ablation [1, 2] . Small spatio-temporal envelope of the filaments makes their detailed monitoring of EHP dynamics, one of the key characteristics of filaments in photoexcited dielectrics [1] [2] [3] , difficult. It is helpful to note here, that dense plasmas are known to generate intense ultrasonic waves [4] [5] [6] , which can reveal important parameters of the plasma. Ultrasonic probing has been applied fruitfully for remote monitoring of femtosecond laser filaments in air [7] and water [8] , but comprehensive ultrasonic studies of filamentation in bulk dielectrics, to the best of our knowledge, have not yet been performed. We have conducted in situ optical and ultrasonic imaging of self-focusing and filamentation of single femtosecond laser pulses with supercritical pulse powers in fused silica. The samples used were blocks of fused silica (FS) glass (Seiken, Inc.) with refractive index n 0 ≈ 1.5 at the wavelengths of 800 and 1030 nm [9] . The laser source was a Hurricane Ti:Sapphire am- plified laser system (Spectra Physics) producing pulses of τ p ≈ 150 fs duration (FWHM) at an adjustable rate of up to f = 1 kHz and a central wavelength λ c = 800 nm. Laser beam having the diameter of 7 mm was focused into the samples by a lens with a focal distance F = 100 mm, which allows one estimate lateral radius of the Gaussian beam waist at 1/e 2 intensity level as w 0 ≈ 12 µm, and Rayleigh length l 0 ≈ 0.5 mm.
The combined optical and ultrasonic monitoring experiments are further illustrated in Fig. 1 . The laser beam entered the sample through the polished (right) side face along the z−axis direction. The sample was mounted on a translation stage, which was translated along the x−axis normal to the Figure plane, such that each incident pulse exposed fresh (previously not irradiated) regions of the sample. Optical monitoring was conducted along the x−axis through the front face of the sample by recording the images of the EHP plasma channels using an optical microscope and a digital photo camera. From the images, length, width, and intensity distribution within the plasma channels were determined. Ultrasonic response was recorded along the y−axis direction by MiniWAT-2 transducer (UC VINFIN) with sensitive area of (8 × 8) mm 2 , sensitivity of about 10 V/atm, and effective bandwidth of ∆f ≈ 30 MHz, mounted on the flat top face of the glass sample, on which 0.3 mm thick layer of vacuum grease was deposited in order to ensure acoustic contact and mechanical lubrication. The beam waist formed a few millimeters below the center of the transducer. Relative positions of the laser beam and transducer were maintained the same during the experiments, independent of the lateral translation of the sample. Voltage transients from the transducer were recorded using Tektronix TDS-5104 digital storage oscilloscope, triggered by an auxiliary laser pulse via a fast photodiode.
Optical emission of the channels seen in Fig. 1 is known to originate from EHP and defects, exhibiting photoluminescence (PL) bands centered at 280, 400, 470, 550 and 630 nm wavelengths [10] [11] [12] [13] . The channels emerge at pulse energies above the optical threshold value E opt = 5 µJ (P opt = 30 MW) at a distance of ≈ 60 mm from the F = 100 mm lens due to self-focusing, since critical self-focusing power in FS at 800 nm is P crit ≈2 MW [14] . However, the peak pulse intensity corresponding to E opt , I opt ≈ 5 TW/cm 2 , is still somewhat lower than the bulk FS optical breakdown/damage threshold of ≈50-60 TW/cm 2 [3, 15] . Figure 2 (a) shows axial (along the z− axis) profiles of the channel brightness at pulse energies of E = 20 and 40 µJ. The channels have a sharp leading edge, a plateau region, and a steep trailing edge. With increasing pulse energy the leading edge moves closer to the laser source (in Figs. 1 and 2 the beam enters the sample from right to left) due to selffocusing. The plateau extends from approximately 3.5 down to 1.5 mm, and has a length b ≈ 1 − 2 mm. In optical observations this region constitutes the major part of apparent length of the channel. One can estimate b ≈ 1.2 mm at E = 20 µJ, i.e., the channel length clearly exceeds linear Rayleigh length l 0 ≈ 0.5 mm. The steep trailing edge at y < 1.5 mm is nearly-exponential due to the laser beam dissipation characterized by an effective length of ∼ 10 cm −1 . Diameter of the filaments determined from high-resolution micrographs of the channels (not shown) was found to be a f il ∼ 10 µm, in agreement with the literature [1] . Hence, intensity at the non-linear focus of the beam I
2 is sufficient for photo-ionization and generation of sub-critical EHP in FS [3, 15] .
Typical shape of the transient ultrasonic signal is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The initial delay time (of 0.75 µs) before the arrival of the first pulse represents propagation from the channel (ultrasonic source) to the sample surface and across the layer of vacuum grease. The first asymmetric bipolar pulse represents major compression (positive) and minor rarefaction (negative) phases in FS within t ≈ 0.75 − 1.0 µs. The second bipolar pulse seen for times larger than 1 µs represents acoustic reverberations in the detector system. This circumstance was verified in separate experiments in which instrumental response of the sensor was measured by subjecting its intentionally blackened sensitive area to a 10 ns wide laser pulse, which generated purely compressive pressure at the sensor. The resulting electric pulse had a major compressive part and a minor negative oscillating part with a maximum amplitude of about 10%. Detailed description of these experiments goes beyond the scope of paper.
The first compressive pulse exhibits broadening with the laser pulse energy in the range of τ broad = 45 − 110 ns, indicating progressive elongation and translation of the ultrasonic source with respect to the transducer. At the same time, amplitude ratio of the rarefaction and compression signals remains nearly constant, and the source pressure is predominantly compressive, indicating that their origin is most likely generation of electron-ion plasma [8] or point defects [16] (other mechanisms, such as electronic stress generated by femtosecond pulses via the acoustic deformation potential [17] or thermoelastic stress [18] would result in symmetrically bipolar ultrasonic transients [18] ). Magnitude of the negative phase in the instrumental response of the sensor (see above) indicates that at least half of the negative oscillatory signal after the positive pulse can be attributed to the sensor itself. Thus, the remaining negative signal representing rarefaction is by at least an order of magnitude weaker than the positive compression signal, and can be regarded as insignificant.
Temporal width of the compressive pulses reflects the largest possible spread of the path lengths between various segments of the linear ultrasonic source, and the detector plane. In these circumstances one can determine the effective length b(E) of the ultrasonic source (channel), and the ultrasonic pressure P (E) using a simple geometric analysis based on Pythagorean theorem [19] . √ µJ reflects dissipative losses in the channels. This dependence agrees well with the behavior of with optically visible channel length. Most importantly, it has the same threshold energy of E b T = 5 ± 1 µJ ≈ E opt . The qualitative P (E) dependence derived using the above arguments is shown in Fig. 3 , and is linear above a threshold pulse energy E P T = 5 ± 1 µJ the same as E opt and E b T , thus confirming close physical relationship between the luminous channels and ultrasonic sources. Assuming energy-independent diameter of the ultrasonic channels, the ultrasonic source pressure scaling ∝ E 0.79 can be obtained according to [20] . Similar scaling laws were found previously in sub-critical electron-ion plasmas [21] . In our case such scaling may indicate that laser energy deposition due to the warm sub-critical EHP absorption via inverse Bremsstrahlung effect predominates multi-photon absorption (MPA).
These findings lead to the conclusion that filaments generated by loosely-focused fs laser pulses with supercritical powers in FS are filled EHP and/or luminescent point defects, and that EHP within the channels remains sub-critical (density of N e ∼ 10 20 cm −3 was estimated for our experimental conditions, whereas the critical plasma density at the 800 nm wavelength is known to be N crit ≈ 1.8 × 10
21 cm −3 [1] ). Scaling of the channel brightness with laser pulse energy ∝ E 1/4 was observed, indicating strong role of the electron density in the generated EHP, in accordance to the literature [21] . In general, our observations are consistent with results of earlier studies of filamentation FS and other dielectrics under similar experimental conditions [1, 4, 5] .
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